Hair Gel - Finish - LISAP
LISAP FASHION
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LISAP FASHION

Thanks to the LSC (lipoamino silicon complex) complex based on the mix between
lipoaminoacidi and water-soluble silicone and SILK-AS , derived from silk fibre , products
LISAP FASHION perform two important functions: the lipoaminoacidica repairs hair
damage , while the silicone part protects the structure. LSC preserves the integrity of the
capillary keratin in hot styling (brush/hair dryer) and SILK-AS , due to the high amount of
constituent amino acids , creates an invisible protective film that makes hair soft and fluffy
, repair , from within. LISAP FASHION: fixes , protects and models with a single gesture.
THICKENER
Fluid. Special thickening for fine hair is brittle and unmanageable , becomes thin and brittle
hair into thick and strong hair already from the first application.
packing: flacon of 125 ml.
VOLUMISER
Fluid. Gives maximum volume look healthy and shiny. Energizing for weak hair , li
strengthens making them elastic and vital.
packaging: bottle of 200 ml.
SILKY
Drops. Repairs and protects the cuticle and reconstructing it , prevents split ends with a
soft and silky touch , eliminates Frizz.
package size: 50 ml bottle.
STYLER
Spray. Styler-vitaminic , create volume , defines a movement. Provides flexible hold for a
long time and a superior shine without weighing it down.
packaging: 250 ml bottle.
POLISHING COMPOUND
Spray. Leaves hair soft and light for a final effect of extreme brilliance , color protects from
UV rays.
packaging: bottles of 250 ml.
STRAIGHTENING
Cream. Smooth wavy and frizzy hair , provides hydration , dona great shine and protects
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during drying with hair dryer and plate.
packaging: bottle of 200 ml.
•LARGE CURLING TONG
Cream-gel. Reactivates the curls and the undulations giving control without weighing it
down. Defines the shape , protects from humidity and revives the lustre.
packaging: bottles of 200 ml.
ENLIGHTENING
Pudding. Moisturizes your hair treated and coloured , controls Frizz , enhances the color
by increasing the brightness.
packaging: jar of 75 ml.
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